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Some Aspects of NN Optimization
Backprop ➠ SGD 
Mini-batches 
Initialization 
Batchnorm 
Gradient clipping 
Adaptive methods 
Momentum 
Layerwise params 
…and more!
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Some Aspects of NN Optimization
Backprop ➠ SGD 
Mini-batches 
Initialization 
Batchnorm 
Gradient clipping 
Adaptive methods 
Momentum 
Layerwise params 
…and more!

All while keeping 
validation / test error 
performance in mind
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Clipping, Adaptivity, Momentum 
Saddle Points, etc.,…
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Gradient Clipping
(“hack” for dealing with gradient explosion)
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Gradient Clipping
(“hack” for dealing with gradient explosion)

• Clipped GD can converge arbitrarily faster than fixed-step GD 
   (for differentiable but non  functions)C1

L
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Clipped GD and Normalized GD
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Clipped GD and Normalized GD

xk+1 = xk − min (η,
aη

∥∇f(xk)∥ )∇f(xk)

Clipped GD
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Clipped GD and Normalized GD

xk+1 = xk − min (η,
aη

∥∇f(xk)∥ )∇f(xk)

Clipped GD Normalized GD

xk+1 = xk −
η

∥∇f(xk)∥ + b
∇f(xk)
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Clipped GD and Normalized GD

xk+1 = xk − min (η,
aη

∥∇f(xk)∥ )∇f(xk)

Clipped GD Normalized GD

xk+1 = xk −
η

∥∇f(xk)∥ + b
∇f(xk)

Exercise: Show that clipped GD ~ NGD up to a const factor in step size
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Clipped GD and Normalized GD

xk+1 = xk − min (η,
aη

∥∇f(xk)∥ )∇f(xk)

Clipped GD Normalized GD

xk+1 = xk −
η

∥∇f(xk)∥ + b
∇f(xk)

Exercise: Show that clipped GD ~ NGD up to a const factor in step size

Clipping helps (and is used more widely) in more nonsmooth-like and 
noisy regimes such as language modeling.
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Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2020

WHY GRADIENT CLIPPING ACCELERATES TRAINING:
A THEORETICAL JUSTIFICATION FOR ADAPTIVITY

Jingzhao Zhang, Tianxing He, Suvrit Sra & Ali Jadbabaie

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
{jzhzhang, tianxing, suvrit, jadbabai}@mit.edu

ABSTRACT

We provide a theoretical explanation for the effectiveness of gradient clipping in
training deep neural networks. The key ingredient is a new smoothness condition
derived from practical neural network training examples. We observe that gradient
smoothness, a concept central to the analysis of first-order optimization algorithms
that is often assumed to be a constant, demonstrates significant variability along
the training trajectory of deep neural networks. Further, this smoothness posi-
tively correlates with the gradient norm, and contrary to standard assumptions in
the literature, it can grow with the norm of the gradient. These empirical observa-
tions limit the applicability of existing theoretical analyses of algorithms that rely
on a fixed bound on smoothness. These observations motivate us to introduce a
novel relaxation of gradient smoothness that is weaker than the commonly used
Lipschitz smoothness assumption. Under the new condition, we prove that two
popular methods, namely, gradient clipping and normalized gradient, converge
arbitrarily faster than gradient descent with fixed stepsize. We further explain why
such adaptively scaled gradient methods can accelerate empirical convergence and
verify our results empirically in popular neural network training settings.

1 INTRODUCTION

We study optimization algorithms for neural network training and aim to resolve the mystery of
why adaptive methods converge fast. Specifically, we study gradient-based methods for minimizing
a differentiable nonconvex function f : Rd

! R, where f(x) can potentially be stochastic, i.e.,
f(x) = E⇠[F (x, ⇠)]. Such choices of f cover a wide range of problems in machine learning, and
their study motivates a vast body of current optimization literature.

A widely used (and canonical) approach for minimizing f is the (stochastic) gradient descent (GD)
algorithm. Despite its simple form, GD often achieves superior empirical (Wilson et al., 2017)
performances and theoretical (Carmon et al., 2017) guarantees. However, in many tasks such as
reinforcement learning and natural language processing (NLP), adaptive gradient methods (e.g.,
Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2011), ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014), and RMSProp (Tieleman and Hinton,
2012)) outperform SGD. Despite their superior empirical performance, our understanding of the fast
convergence of adaptive methods is limited. Previous analysis has shown that adaptive methods are
more robust to variation in hyper-parameters (Ward et al., 2018) and adapt to sparse gradients (Duchi
et al., 2011) (a more detailed literature review is in Appendix A). However, in practice, the gradient
updates are dense, and even after extensively tuning the SGD hyperparameters, it still converges
much slower than adaptive methods in NLP tasks.

We analyze the convergence of clipped gradient descent and provide an explanation for its fast con-
vergence. Even though gradient clipping is a standard practice in tasks such as language models (e.g.
Merity et al., 2018; Gehring et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2018), it lacks a firm theoretical grounding.
Goodfellow et al. (2016); Pascanu et al. (2013; 2012) discuss the gradient explosion problem in re-
current models and consider clipping as an intuitive work around. We formalize this intuition and
prove that clipped GD can converge arbitrarily faster than fixed-step gradient descent. This result is
shown to hold under a novel smoothness condition that is strictly weaker than the standard Lipschitz-
gradient assumption pervasive in the literature. Hence our analysis captures many functions that are
not globally Lipschitz smooth. Importantly, the proposed smoothness condition is derived on the
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Clipped GD

kr2f(x)k  L
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L-smoothness
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Relaxed to once differentiable
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Clipped GD

Example: Consider a univariate polynomial of degree ≥ 3
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Clipped GD

Example: Consider a univariate polynomial of degree ≥ 3

Theorem (informal). GD can be arbitrarily slow to converge to a 
stationary point for functions satisfying smoothness, 
whereas Clipped GD converges as 

(L0, L1)−
O(1/ϵ2)
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L-smoothness

(L,M)-smoothness
<latexit sha1_base64="XxVl+sOmHbFaqjuMZWe/tTrxdok=">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</latexit>

kr2f(x)k  L0 + L1krf(x)k

Relaxed to once differentiable

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
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Clipped GD

Example: Consider a univariate polynomial of degree ≥ 3

Theorem (informal). GD can be arbitrarily slow to converge to a 
stationary point for functions satisfying smoothness, 
whereas Clipped GD converges as 

(L0, L1)−
O(1/ϵ2)

kr2f(x)k  L

<latexit sha1_base64="kz2MTe6gGBby/H7WRrwjf6ENwh8=">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</latexit>

L-smoothness

(L,M)-smoothness
<latexit sha1_base64="XxVl+sOmHbFaqjuMZWe/tTrxdok=">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</latexit>

kr2f(x)k  L0 + L1krf(x)k

Exercise: Analyze convergence of all other methods under -smoothness 
for which we previously assumed L-smoothness.

(L0, L1)

Relaxed to once differentiable

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
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Clipped GD
Clipped GD converges at “usual” speed

GD can be arbitrarily slower

Explore: Lower bound for SGD (afaik unknown in this setting)

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
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Momentum, Adaptivity
(Adam, Adam-like methods)

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
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Momentum

https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/

Gradient Descent with Momentum

mt = �mt�1 +rf(✓t)

✓t+1 = ✓t � ⌘mt

<latexit sha1_base64="gcl0e7o0r9PjAdcj4sV2rXXO/lA=">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</latexit>

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/
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Momentum

https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/

Gradient Descent with Momentum

mt = �mt�1 +rf(✓t)

✓t+1 = ✓t � ⌘mt

<latexit sha1_base64="gcl0e7o0r9PjAdcj4sV2rXXO/lA=">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</latexit>

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/
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Momentum

https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/

Gradient Descent with Momentum

mt = �mt�1 +rf(✓t)

✓t+1 = ✓t � ⌘mt

<latexit sha1_base64="gcl0e7o0r9PjAdcj4sV2rXXO/lA=">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</latexit>

handle ill-conditioning

accelerated convg. 
(eg, convex quadratics)

works well in practice

still subject of research 
esp due to great success in 
deep learning

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/
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Momentum

https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/

Gradient Descent with Momentum

mt = �mt�1 +rf(✓t)

✓t+1 = ✓t � ⌘mt

<latexit sha1_base64="gcl0e7o0r9PjAdcj4sV2rXXO/lA=">AAADe3icfZJLbxMxEMfdhEcJj6blyMViBSp9RLtRSnpBqoADF0orkTZVHEVex5tYtb0re7Y0svZz8Vk4cIVPgYQ3WaQkAkbyevb/m/HOrCfOpLAQht82avU7d+/d33zQePjo8ZOt5vbOhU1zw3iPpTI1/ZhaLoXmPRAgeT8znKpY8sv4+l3JL2+4sSLVn2GW8aGiEy0SwSh4adQ8VyMHBX75BpOYA8Xl62FU4H1MNI0lxckugaknI3hFSKPyHexHi6SK4UNMFukwagZhK5wbDlvtsNsJj71zVNprHFUoQJWdjbZrO2ScslxxDUxSawdRmMHQUQOCSV40SG55Rtk1nfCBdzVV3A7dvPcCv/DKGCep8UsDnqvLGY4qa2cq9pGKwtSus1L8K4vVypedBUXNzIzX6oHkeOiEznLgmi3KSXKJIcXl78ZjYTgDOfMOZUb4jjCbUkMZ+EtpEM2/sFQpqseOiKwYtIeOSJ4AkVRPJMdBdICDNiZGTKZAzFwsVtNubgtHYuVuizWgpc2VZ/5JdCqFEmDXQk6Z52XrjEp3un5Af5n21+nVMr0q6Xvur8/wj177lHFDITV7jlAzUdTXWO3/CxN6EeZ3P0V/RgX/27lot6JOq3veCU7eVvO0iZ6h52gXRaiLTtAHdIZ6iKGv6Dv6gX7WftWD+l79YBFa26hynqIVqx/9BvtgJtA=</latexit>

✓t+1 = ✓0 � ⌘
tX

i=1

rf(✓i)

<latexit sha1_base64="vdevnu6K5gE8dBipbaj4Eq2yAPE=">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</latexit>

Unroll gradient descent

handle ill-conditioning

accelerated convg. 
(eg, convex quadratics)

works well in practice

still subject of research 
esp due to great success in 
deep learning

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/
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Momentum

https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/

Gradient Descent with Momentum

mt = �mt�1 +rf(✓t)

✓t+1 = ✓t � ⌘mt

<latexit sha1_base64="gcl0e7o0r9PjAdcj4sV2rXXO/lA=">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</latexit>

✓t+1 = ✓0 � ⌘
tX

i=1

rf(✓i)

<latexit sha1_base64="vdevnu6K5gE8dBipbaj4Eq2yAPE=">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</latexit>

Unroll gradient descent

✓t+1 = ✓0 � ⌘
tX

i=1

1� �t+1�i

� � 1
rf(✓i)

<latexit sha1_base64="aMkJEK+Uw0ISb/7o1N8RtH3SQ6I=">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</latexit>

Unroll GD with momentum

handle ill-conditioning

accelerated convg. 
(eg, convex quadratics)

works well in practice

still subject of research 
esp due to great success in 
deep learning

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/
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Momentum

https://distill.pub/2017/momentum/

Gradient Descent with Momentum

mt = �mt�1 +rf(✓t)

✓t+1 = ✓t � ⌘mt

<latexit sha1_base64="gcl0e7o0r9PjAdcj4sV2rXXO/lA=">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</latexit>

✓t+1 = ✓0 � ⌘
tX

i=1

rf(✓i)

<latexit sha1_base64="vdevnu6K5gE8dBipbaj4Eq2yAPE=">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</latexit>

Unroll gradient descent

✓t+1 = ✓0 � ⌘
tX

i=1

1� �t+1�i

� � 1
rf(✓i)

<latexit sha1_base64="aMkJEK+Uw0ISb/7o1N8RtH3SQ6I=">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</latexit>

Unroll GD with momentum

handle ill-conditioning

accelerated convg. 
(eg, convex quadratics)

works well in practice

still subject of research 
esp due to great success in 
deep learning

mailto:suvrit@mit.edu?subject=
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Adaptive gradients
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Adaptive gradients
Scaled Gradient Method

θt+1 = θt − G−1/2
t ∇f(xt)
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Adaptive gradients
Scaled Gradient Method

θt+1 = θt − G−1/2
t ∇f(xt)

Adagrad Gt = ∑
t

i=1
gigT

i (typically just Diag(Gt) used)
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Adaptive gradients
Scaled Gradient Method

θt+1 = θt − G−1/2
t ∇f(xt)

Adagrad Gt = ∑
t

i=1
gigT

i (typically just Diag(Gt) used)

Adagrad originally proposed to benefit from sparse data, an assumption not true 
for neural network training in general. Con: Can shrink learning rate too fast.
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Adaptive gradients
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t
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i (typically just Diag(Gt) used)

Adagrad originally proposed to benefit from sparse data, an assumption not true 
for neural network training in general. Con: Can shrink learning rate too fast.
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Adaptive gradients
Scaled Gradient Method

θt+1 = θt − G−1/2
t ∇f(xt)

Adagrad Gt = ∑
t

i=1
gigT

i (typically just Diag(Gt) used)

Adagrad originally proposed to benefit from sparse data, an assumption not true 
for neural network training in general. Con: Can shrink learning rate too fast.

Idea: Exponential moving averages

Gt = (1 − β)∑
t

i=1
βt−igigT

i

(analogous to what momentum is doing for gradients…)

β ∈ (0,1)
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ADAM
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ADAM
Adam’s name comes from: Adaptive Moment Estimation
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ADAM
Adam’s name comes from: Adaptive Moment Estimation

1. Use exponential moving averages to estimate gradients (aka momentum)

2. Use exponential moving averages to estimate Diag(Gk)
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ADAM
Adam’s name comes from: Adaptive Moment Estimation

1. Use exponential moving averages to estimate gradients (aka momentum)

2. Use exponential moving averages to estimate Diag(Gk)

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)gt

vt = �2vt�1 + (1� �2)g
2
t

<latexit sha1_base64="KOdnFoYPz21xjbChRYif9zu+300=">AAADfXicfZJdb9MwFIa9lo9RPtaNS24sqqEBW5VEhe4GaQIuuGEMQbdOc4kc102t2U5kn5RVUX4YP4UrbuFXgNMGqQ0fR0p89D7vcY7jE6VSWPC8rxuN5rXrN25u3mrdvnP33lZ7e+fUJplhfMASmZhhRC2XQvMBCJB8mBpOVST5WXT5quRnM26sSPRHmKd8pGisxUQwCk4K2x9UCPjRC0wiDjT0sQpzOPAL/BTv+QeV+DgOgZDWbNUZ4NmfzqB0fgrCdsfreovAXjfw+j3v0CXPyniO/Qp1UBUn4XZjh4wTlimugUlq7YXvpTDKqQHBJC9aJLM8peySxvzCpZoqbkf54vQF3nXKGE8S4x4NeKGuVuRUWTtXkXMqClNbZ6X4VxaptS/nFhQ1czOu9QOTw1EudJoB12zZziSTGBJc/nA8FoYzkHOXUGaEOxFmU2ooA3ctLaL5Z5YoRfU4JyItLoJRTiSfAJFUx5Ljjr+POwEmRsRTIGYhFutls6siJ5HKr4oa0NJmyjH3JjqRQgmwNcsxc7w8OqMyP65vMFylwzo9X6XnJX3N3fUZ/tZp71JuKCTmSU6oiRV1PVbr/2xCL21udVP0e1Twv5PToOv3uv33vc7Ry2qeNtED9BDtIR/10RF6g07QADH0BX1D39GPxs/mbnO/2V1aGxtVzX20Fs3+L3C1JTQ=</latexit>
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ADAM
Adam’s name comes from: Adaptive Moment Estimation

1. Use exponential moving averages to estimate gradients (aka momentum)

2. Use exponential moving averages to estimate Diag(Gk)

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)gt

vt = �2vt�1 + (1� �2)g
2
t

<latexit sha1_base64="KOdnFoYPz21xjbChRYif9zu+300=">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</latexit>

✓t+1 = ✓t �
⌘

p
vt + ✏

mt

<latexit sha1_base64="kTlVA6BEEcBHikUqJAqzYvIJzDI=">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</latexit>
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ADAM
Adam’s name comes from: Adaptive Moment Estimation

1. Use exponential moving averages to estimate gradients (aka momentum)

2. Use exponential moving averages to estimate Diag(Gk)

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)gt

vt = �2vt�1 + (1� �2)g
2
t

<latexit sha1_base64="KOdnFoYPz21xjbChRYif9zu+300=">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</latexit>

✓t+1 = ✓t �
⌘

p
vt + ✏

mt

<latexit sha1_base64="kTlVA6BEEcBHikUqJAqzYvIJzDI=">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</latexit>

θt+1 = θt − (G1/2
t + ϵI )−1mt
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ADAM
Adam’s name comes from: Adaptive Moment Estimation

1. Use exponential moving averages to estimate gradients (aka momentum)

2. Use exponential moving averages to estimate Diag(Gk)

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)gt

vt = �2vt�1 + (1� �2)g
2
t

<latexit sha1_base64="KOdnFoYPz21xjbChRYif9zu+300=">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</latexit>

✓t+1 = ✓t �
⌘

p
vt + ✏

mt

<latexit sha1_base64="kTlVA6BEEcBHikUqJAqzYvIJzDI=">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</latexit>

θt+1 = θt − (G1/2
t + ϵI )−1mt

mt  
mt

1� �t
1

<latexit sha1_base64="2Dbb+S6kcvy921y3PhRS0L3XrMM=">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</latexit>

vt  
vt

1� �t
2

<latexit sha1_base64="PXv94t93kbT4+uLAURi8idYpEUs=">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</latexit>
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ADAM
Adam’s name comes from: Adaptive Moment Estimation

1. Use exponential moving averages to estimate gradients (aka momentum)

2. Use exponential moving averages to estimate Diag(Gk)

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)gt

vt = �2vt�1 + (1� �2)g
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Algorithm 1 LARS

Input: x1 2 Rd, learning rate {⌘t}Tt=1, parameter
0 < �1 < 1, scaling function �, ✏ > 0
Set m0 = 0
for t = 1 to T do

Draw b samples St from P
Compute gt = 1

|St|
P

st2St
r`(xt, st)

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)(gt + �xt)

x(i)
t+1 = x(i)

t � ⌘t
�(kx(i)

t k)
km(i)

t k
m(i)

t for all i 2 [h]

end for

Algorithm 2 LAMB

Input: x1 2 Rd, learning rate {⌘t}Tt=1, parameters
0 < �1,�2 < 1, scaling function �, ✏ > 0
Set m0 = 0, v0 = 0
for t = 1 to T do

Draw b samples St from P.
Compute gt = 1

|St|
P

st2St
r`(xt, st).

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)gt
vt = �2vt�1 + (1� �2)g

2
t

mt = mt/(1� �t
1)

vt = vt/(1� �t
2)

Compute ratio rt =
mtp
vt+✏

x(i)
t+1 = x(i)

t � ⌘t
�(kx(i)

t k)
kr(i)t +�x

(i)
t k

(r(i)t + �x(i)
t )

end for

3.2 LAMB ALGORITHM

The second instantiation of the general strategy is obtained by using ADAM as the base algorithm A.
ADAM optimizer is popular in deep learning community and has shown to have good performance
for training state-of-the-art language models like BERT. Unlike LARS, the adaptivity of LAMB is
two-fold: (i) per dimension normalization with respect to the square root of the second moment used
in ADAM and (ii) layerwise normalization obtained due to layerwise adaptivity. The pseudocode for
LAMB is provided in Algorithm 2. When �1 = 0 and �2 = 0, the algorithm reduces to be Sign SGD
where the learning rate is scaled by square root of the layer dimension (Bernstein et al., 2018).

The following result provides convergence rate for LAMB in general nonconvex settings. Similar to
the previous case, we focus on the setting where �1 = 0 and � = 0. As before, our analysis extends
to the general case; however, the calculations become messy.

Theorem 3. Let ⌘t = ⌘ =
q

2(f(x1)�f(x⇤))
↵2

ukLk1T
for all t 2 [T ], b = T , di = d/h for all i 2 [h], and

↵l  �(v)  ↵u for all v > 0 where ↵l,↵u > 0. Then for xt generated using LAMB (Algorithm 2),

we have the following bounds:

1. When �2 = 0, we have

✓
E


1p
d
krf(xa)k1

�◆2

 O

✓
(f(x1)� f(x⇤))Lavg

T
+

k�̃k21
Th

◆
,

2. When �2 > 0, we have

E[krf(xa)k2]  O

 s
G2d

h(1� �2)
⇥
"r

2(f(x1)� f(x⇤))kLk1
T

+
k�̃k1p

T

#!
,

where x
⇤

is an optimal solution to the problem in equation 1 and xa is an iterate uniformly randomly

chosen from {x1, · · · , xT }.

Discussion on convergence rates. We first start our discussion with the comparison of convergence
rate of LARS with that of SGD (Theorem 1). The convergence rates of LARS and SGD differ in
two ways: (1) the convergence criterion is (E[

Ph
i=1 krifk])2 as opposed to E[krfk2] in SGD and

(2) the dependence on L and � in the convergence rate. Briefly, the convergence rate of LARS is
better than SGD when the gradient is denser than curvature and stochasticity. This convergence rate
comparison is similar in spirit to the one obtained in (Bernstein et al., 2018). Assuming that the
convergence criterion in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 is of similar order (which happens when gradients
are fairly dense), convergence rate of LARS and LAMB depend on Lavg instead of L1 and are thus,
significantly better than that of SGD. A more quantitative comparison is provided in Section C of
the Appendix. The comparison of LAMB (with �2 = 0) with SGD is along similar lines. We obtain
slightly worse rates for the case where �2 > 0; although, we believe that its behavior should be better
than the case �2 = 0. We leave this investigation to future work.
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Input: x1 2 Rd, learning rate {⌘t}Tt=1, parameter
0 < �1 < 1, scaling function �, ✏ > 0
Set m0 = 0
for t = 1 to T do

Draw b samples St from P
Compute gt = 1

|St|
P

st2St
r`(xt, st)

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)(gt + �xt)

x(i)
t+1 = x(i)

t � ⌘t
�(kx(i)

t k)
km(i)

t k
m(i)

t for all i 2 [h]

end for

Algorithm 2 LAMB

Input: x1 2 Rd, learning rate {⌘t}Tt=1, parameters
0 < �1,�2 < 1, scaling function �, ✏ > 0
Set m0 = 0, v0 = 0
for t = 1 to T do

Draw b samples St from P.
Compute gt = 1

|St|
P

st2St
r`(xt, st).

mt = �1mt�1 + (1� �1)gt
vt = �2vt�1 + (1� �2)g

2
t

mt = mt/(1� �t
1)

vt = vt/(1� �t
2)

Compute ratio rt =
mtp
vt+✏

x(i)
t+1 = x(i)

t � ⌘t
�(kx(i)

t k)
kr(i)t +�x

(i)
t k

(r(i)t + �x(i)
t )

end for

3.2 LAMB ALGORITHM

The second instantiation of the general strategy is obtained by using ADAM as the base algorithm A.
ADAM optimizer is popular in deep learning community and has shown to have good performance
for training state-of-the-art language models like BERT. Unlike LARS, the adaptivity of LAMB is
two-fold: (i) per dimension normalization with respect to the square root of the second moment used
in ADAM and (ii) layerwise normalization obtained due to layerwise adaptivity. The pseudocode for
LAMB is provided in Algorithm 2. When �1 = 0 and �2 = 0, the algorithm reduces to be Sign SGD
where the learning rate is scaled by square root of the layer dimension (Bernstein et al., 2018).

The following result provides convergence rate for LAMB in general nonconvex settings. Similar to
the previous case, we focus on the setting where �1 = 0 and � = 0. As before, our analysis extends
to the general case; however, the calculations become messy.

Theorem 3. Let ⌘t = ⌘ =
q

2(f(x1)�f(x⇤))
↵2

ukLk1T
for all t 2 [T ], b = T , di = d/h for all i 2 [h], and

↵l  �(v)  ↵u for all v > 0 where ↵l,↵u > 0. Then for xt generated using LAMB (Algorithm 2),

we have the following bounds:

1. When �2 = 0, we have

✓
E


1p
d
krf(xa)k1

�◆2

 O

✓
(f(x1)� f(x⇤))Lavg

T
+

k�̃k21
Th

◆
,

2. When �2 > 0, we have

E[krf(xa)k2]  O

 s
G2d

h(1� �2)
⇥
"r

2(f(x1)� f(x⇤))kLk1
T

+
k�̃k1p

T

#!
,

where x
⇤

is an optimal solution to the problem in equation 1 and xa is an iterate uniformly randomly

chosen from {x1, · · · , xT }.

Discussion on convergence rates. We first start our discussion with the comparison of convergence
rate of LARS with that of SGD (Theorem 1). The convergence rates of LARS and SGD differ in
two ways: (1) the convergence criterion is (E[

Ph
i=1 krifk])2 as opposed to E[krfk2] in SGD and

(2) the dependence on L and � in the convergence rate. Briefly, the convergence rate of LARS is
better than SGD when the gradient is denser than curvature and stochasticity. This convergence rate
comparison is similar in spirit to the one obtained in (Bernstein et al., 2018). Assuming that the
convergence criterion in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 is of similar order (which happens when gradients
are fairly dense), convergence rate of LARS and LAMB depend on Lavg instead of L1 and are thus,
significantly better than that of SGD. A more quantitative comparison is provided in Section C of
the Appendix. The comparison of LAMB (with �2 = 0) with SGD is along similar lines. We obtain
slightly worse rates for the case where �2 > 0; although, we believe that its behavior should be better
than the case �2 = 0. We leave this investigation to future work.

5

ADAM
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The heavy-tailed noise could explain why ADAM works better than SGD?
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Explore: Should we worry about saddle points in deep learning? Why?
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Abstract
We establish that first-order methods avoid strict saddle points for almost all initializa-
tions. Our results apply to a wide variety of first-order methods, including (manifold)
gradient descent, block coordinate descent, mirror descent and variants thereof. The
connecting thread is that such algorithms can be studied from a dynamical systems
perspective in which appropriate instantiations of the Stable Manifold Theorem allow
for a global stability analysis. Thus, neither access to second-order derivative informa-
tion nor randomness beyond initialization is necessary to provably avoid strict saddle
points.

Keywords Gradient descent · Smooth optimization · Saddle points · Local
minimum · Dynamical systems
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1 Introduction

Saddle points have long been regarded as a major obstacle for machine learning
methodology that require optimizing a non-convex objective [21,43]. It is well under-
stood that in many applications of interest, the number of saddle points significantly
outnumber the number of local minima, which is especially problematic when the

This paper extends upon the special case of gradient descent dynamics developed in the conference
proceedings of the authors [32,42].
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Assumption 2: only strict saddles, i.e.,  for stationary 
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θ0 η < 1/L
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Theorem (informal). Let  be initialized randomly. Then with , under 
Assumptions 1, 2, GD avoids converging to saddle points.

θ0 η < 1/L

Key idea: show that GD eventually escapes any saddle point, by showing that 
the set of “stable strict saddles” is of measure 0. “Stable” in the sense of: an 
attracting equilibrium point for a dynamical system.
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Abstract

Although gradient descent (GD) almost always escapes saddle points asymptot-
ically [Lee et al., 2016], this paper shows that even with fairly natural random
initialization schemes and non-pathological functions, GD can be significantly
slowed down by saddle points, taking exponential time to escape. On the other
hand, gradient descent with perturbations [Ge et al., 2015, Jin et al., 2017] is not
slowed down by saddle points—it can find an approximate local minimizer in
polynomial time. This result implies that GD is inherently slower than perturbed
GD, and justifies the importance of adding perturbations for efficient non-convex
optimization. While our focus is theoretical, we also present experiments that
illustrate our theoretical findings.

1 Introduction

Gradient Descent (GD) and its myriad variants provide the core optimization methodology in machine
learning problems. Given a function f(x), the basic GD method can be written as:

x(t+1) � x(t) ⇥ �⇤f
�
x(t)

⇥
, (1)

where � is a step size, assumed fixed in the current paper. While precise characterizations of the
rate of convergence GD are available for convex problems, there is far less understanding of GD
for non-convex problems. Indeed, for general non-convex problems, GD is only known to find a
stationary point (i.e., a point where the gradient equals zero) in polynomial time [Nesterov, 2013].

A stationary point can be a local minimizer, saddle point, or local maximizer. In recent years, there
has been an increasing focus on conditions under which it is possible to escape saddle points (more
specifically, strict saddle points as in Definition 2.4) and converge to a local minimizer. Moreover,
stronger statements can be made when the following two key properties hold: 1) all local minima
are global minima, and 2) all saddle points are strict. These properties hold for a variety of machine
learning problems, including tensor decomposition [Ge et al., 2015], dictionary learning [Sun et al.,
2017], phase retrieval [Sun et al., 2016], matrix sensing [Bhojanapalli et al., 2016, Park et al., 2017],
matrix completion [Ge et al., 2016, 2017], and matrix factorization [Li et al., 2016]. For these
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4 Main Result

In the previous section we have shown that gradient descent takes exponential time to escape saddle
points under “un-natural" initialization schemes. Is it possible for the same statement to hold even
under “natural” initialization schemes and non-pathological functions? The following theorem
confirms this:
Theorem 4.1 (Uniform initialization over a unit cube). Suppose the initialization point is uniformly
sampled from [⇥1, 1]d. There exists a function f defined on Rd that is B-bounded, ⇤-gradient
Lipschitz and ⌅-Hessian Lipschitz with parameters B, ⇤, ⌅ at most poly(d) such that:

1. with probability one, gradient descent with step size � ⌥ 1/⇤ will be �(1) distance away
from any local minima for any T ⌥ e

�(d).

2. for any ⌥ > 0, with probability 1⇥ e
⌅d, perturbed gradient descent (Algorithm 1) will find

a point x such that ⌅x⇥ x
⇥⌅2 ⌥ ⌥ for some local minimum x

⇥ in poly(d, 1
⇤ ) iterations.

Remark: As will be apparent in the next section, in the example we constructed, there are 2d

symmetric local minima at locations (±c . . . ,±c), where c is some constant. The saddle points are
of the form (±c, . . . ,±c, 0, . . . , 0). Both algorithms will travel across d neighborhoods of saddle
points before reaching a local minimum. For GD, the number of iterations to escape the i-th saddle
point increases as ⌦i (⌦ is a multiplicative factor larger than 1), and thus GD requires exponential
time to escape d saddle points. On the other hand, PGD takes about the same number of iterations
to escape each saddle point, and so escapes the d saddle points in polynomial time. Notice that
B, ⇤, ⌅ = O(poly(d)), so this does not contradict Theorem 2.7.

We also note that in our construction, the local minimizers are outside the initialization region. We
note this is common especially for unconstrained optimization problems, where the initialization
is usually uniform on a rectangle or isotropic Gaussian. Due to isoperimetry, the initialization
concentrates in a thin shell, but frequently the final point obtained by the optimization algorithm is
not in this shell.

It turns out in our construction, the only second-order stationary points in the path are the final local
minima. Therefore, we can also strengthen Theorem 4.1 to provide a negative result for approximating
⌥-second-order stationary points as well.
Corollary 4.2. Under the same initialization as in Theorem 4.1, there exists a function f satisfying
the requirements of Theorem 4.1 such that for some ⌥ = 1/poly(d), with probability one, gradient
descent with step size � ⌥ 1/⇤ will not visit any ⌥-second-order stationary point in T ⌥ e

�(d).

The corresponding positive result that PGD to find ⌥-second-order stationary point in polynomial
time immediately follows from Theorem 2.7.

The next result shows that gradient descent does not fail due to the special choice of initializing
uniformly in [⇥1, 1]d. For a large class of initialization distributions �, we can generalize Theorem
4.1 to show that gradient descent with random initialization � requires exponential time, and perturbed
gradient only requires polynomial time.
Corollary 4.3. Let B�(z, R) = {z}+ [⇥R,R]d be the ⇤� ball of radius R centered at z. Then for
any initialization distribution � that satisfies �(B�(z, R))  1⇥  for any  > 0, the conclusion of
Theorem 4.1 holds with probability at least 1⇥  .

That is, as long as most of the mass of the initialization distribution � lies in some ⇤� ball, a
similar conclusion to that of Theorem 4.1 holds with high probability. This result applies to random
Gaussian initialization, � = N (0,↵2I), with mean 0 and covariance ↵2I, where �(B�(0,↵ log d))  
1⇥ 1/poly(d).

4.1 Proof Sketch

In this section we present a sketch of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The full proof is presented in the
Appendix. Since the polynomial-time guarantee for PGD is straightforward to derive from Jin et al.
[2017], we focus on showing that GD needs an exponential number of steps. We rely on the following
key observation.
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Key idea: Run perturbed gradient descent

Question: Can this be improved?

✓t+1 = ✓t � ⌘[rf(✓t) + ⇠t], ⇠t ⇠ Unif(B(r))
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Perturbed GD

Algorithm 1 Perturbed Gradient Descent (PGD)

Input: x0, step size !, perturbation radius r.

for t = 0, 1, . . . , do

xt+1 ! xt " !(#f(xt) + "t), "t $ N (0, (r2/d)I)

with covariance (r2/d)I so that E%"t%2 = r2. We note that Algorithm 1 is different from that studied in

Jin et al. [2017a], where perturbation was added only when certain conditions hold.

We now show that if we pick r = !̃(#) in Algorithm 1, PGD will find an #-second-order stationary point

in a number of iterations that has only a polylogarithmic dependence on dimension.

Theorem 13. Let the function f(·) satisfy Assumption A. Then, for any #, $ > 0, the PGD algorithm

(Algorithm 1), with parameters ! = !̃(1/%) and r = !̃(#), will visit an #"second-order stationary point at

least once in the following number of iterations, with probability at least 1" $:

Õ
!
%(f(x0)" f!)

#2

"

,

where Õ and !̃ hide polylogarithmic factors in d, %, &, 1/#, 1/$ and "f := f(x0)" f!.

Remark 14. If we wish to output an #-second-order stationary point, it suffices to run PGD for double the

number of iterations in Theorem 13. A simple change to the proof shows that half of the iterates will be

#-second-order stationary points in this case, so that if we output an iterate uniformly at random, with at

least a constant probability it will be an #-second-order stationary point.

Remark 15. We have chosen the distribution of the perturbations to be Gaussian in Algorithm 1 for sim-

plicity. This choice is not necessary. The key properties needed for the perturbation distributions are (a)

that the tail of the distribution is sufficiently light such that an appropriate concentration inequality holds,

and (b) the variance in every direction is bounded below.

Comparing Theorem 13 to the classical result in Theorem 5, our result shows that PGD finds second-

order stationary points in almost the same time as GD finds first-order stationary points, up to only logarith-

mic factors. Therefore, strict saddle points are computationally benign for first-order gradient methods.

Comparing to Theorem 5, we see that Theorem 13 makes an additional smoothness assumption. This

assumption is essential in separating strict saddle points from second-order stationary points.

4.2 Stochastic setting

In the stochastic approximation setting, exact gradients #f(·) are no longer available, and the algorithms

only have access to unbiased stochastic gradients: g(·; ') such that #f(x) = E"!D [g(x; ')].
In machine learning, the stochastic gradient g is often obtained as an exact gradient of a smooth function:

g(·; ') = #f(·; '). We formalize this assumption.

Assumption C. For any ' & supp(D), g(·; ') is %̃-Lipschitz:

%g(x1; ')" g(x2; ')% ' %̃%x1 " x2% ( x1,x2.

In the special case where g(·; ') = #f(·; ') for some twice-differentiable function f(·; '), Assumption

C ensures that the spectral norm of Hessian of function f(·; ') is bounded by %̃ for all '. Therefore, the
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Perturbed GD

Reference: Jin, Netrapalli, Ge, Kakade, Jordan. “On Nonconvex Optimization for 
Machine Learning: Gradients, Stochasticity, and Saddle Points”. arXiv:1902.04811
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Abstract

Gradient descent (GD) and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) are the workhorses of large-scale ma-
chine learning. While classical theory focused on analyzing the performance of these methods in convex

optimization problems, the most notable successes in machine learning have involved nonconvex opti-
mization, and a gap has arisen between theory and practice. Indeed, traditional analyses of GD and SGD
show that both algorithms converge to stationary points efficiently. But these analyses do not take into
account the possibility of converging to saddle points. More recent theory has shown that GD and SGD
can avoid saddle points, but the dependence on dimension in these analyses is polynomial. For modern
machine learning, where the dimension can be in the millions, such dependence would be catastrophic.
We analyze perturbed versions of GD and SGD and show that they are truly efficient—their dimension
dependence is only polylogarithmic. Indeed, these algorithms converge to second-order stationary points
in essentially the same time as they take to converge to classical first-order stationary points.

1 Introduction

One of the principal discoveries in machine learning in recent years is an empirical one—that simple algo-

rithms often suffice to solve difficult real-world learning problems. Machine learning algorithms generally

arise via formulations as optimization problems, and, despite a massive classical toolbox of sophisticated

optimization algorithms and a major modern effort to further develop that toolbox, the simplest algorithms—

gradient descent, which dates to the 1840s [Cauchy, 1847] and stochastic gradient descent, which dates to

the 1950s [Robbins and Monro, 1951]—reign supreme in machine learning.

This empirical discovery is appealing in many ways. First, at the scale of modern machine learning

applications—often involving many millions of data points and millions of parameters—complex algorithms

A preliminary version of this paper, with a subset of the results that are presented here, was presented at ICML 2017 and

appeared in the proceedings as Jin et al. [2017a].
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• Stochastic methods using Hessian-vector oracle: O(ϵ−3.5)
• SPIDER (variance reduced SGD) yields  O(ϵ−3)
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Abstract

Adaptive methods such as Adam and RMSProp are widely used in deep learning but are
not well understood. In this paper, we seek a crisp, clean and precise characterization of their
behavior in nonconvex settings. To this end, we first provide a novel view of adaptive methods
as preconditioned SGD, where the preconditioner is estimated in an online manner. By studying
the preconditioner on its own, we elucidate its purpose: it rescales the stochastic gradient noise
to be isotropic near stationary points, which helps escape saddle points. Furthermore, we show
that adaptive methods can e�ciently estimate the aforementioned preconditioner. By gluing
together these two components, we provide the first (to our knowledge) second-order convergence
result for any adaptive method. The key insight from our analysis is that, compared to SGD,
adaptive methods escape saddle points faster, and can converge faster overall to second-order
stationary points.

1 Introduction

Stochastic first-order methods are the algorithms of choice for training deep networks, or more
generally optimization problems of the form argminx Ez[f(x, z)]. While vanilla stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) is still the most popular such algorithm, there has been much recent interest in
adaptive methods that adaptively change learning rates for each parameter. This is a very old idea,
e.g. [Jacobs, 1988]; modern variants such as Adagrad [Duchi et al., 2011; McMahan and Streeter,
2010] Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] and RMSProp [Tieleman and Hinton, 2012] are widely used in
deep learning due to their good empirical performance.

Adagrad uses the square root of the sum of the outer product of the past gradients to achieve
adaptivity. In particular, at time step t, Adagrad updates the parameters in the following manner:

xt+1 = xt � G�1/2
t gt,

where gt is a noisy stochastic gradient at xt and Gt =
Pt

i=1 gigTi . More often, a diagonal version of
Adagrad is used due to practical considerations, which e↵ectively yields a per parameter learning
rate. In the convex setting, Adagrad achieves provably good performance, especially when the gra-
dients are sparse. Although Adagrad works well in sparse convex settings, its performance appears

⇤Based on work performed at Google Research, New York.
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Abstract

In this paper, we give a sharp analysis1 for Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and prove that
SGD is able to e�ciently escape from saddle points and find an (✏,O(✏0.5))-approximate second-
order stationary point in Õ(✏�3.5) stochastic gradient computations for generic nonconvex opti-
mization problems, when the objective function satisfies gradient-Lipschitz, Hessian-Lipschitz,
and dispersive noise assumptions. This result subverts the classical belief that SGD requires at
least O(✏�4) stochastic gradient computations for obtaining an (✏,O(✏0.5))-approximate second-
order stationary point. Such SGD rate matches, up to a polylogarithmic factor of problem-
dependent parameters, the rate of most accelerated nonconvex stochastic optimization algo-
rithms that adopt additional techniques, such as Nesterov’s momentum acceleration, negative
curvature search, as well as quadratic and cubic regularization tricks. Our novel analysis gives
new insights into nonconvex SGD and can be potentially generalized to a broad class of stochas-
tic optimization algorithms.

1 Introduction

Nonconvex stochastic optimization is crucial in machine learning and have attracted tremen-

dous attentions and unprecedented popularity. Lots of modern tasks that include low-rank matrix

factorization/completion and principal component analysis (Candès & Recht, 2009; Jolli↵e, 2011),

dictionary learning (Sun et al., 2017), Gaussian mixture models (Reynolds et al., 2000), as well as

notably deep neural networks (Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006) are formulated as nonconvex stochas-

tic optimization problems. In this paper, we concentrate on finding an approximate solution to the

following minimization problem:

minimize
x2Rd

f(x) ⌘ E⇣⇠D [F (x; ⇣)] . (1.1)

Here, F (x; ⇣) denotes a family of stochastic functions indexed by some random variable ⇣ that

obeys some prescribed distribution D, and we consider the general case where f(x) and F (x; ⇣)

⇤email: fangcong@pku.edu.cn
†email: zlin@pku.edu.cn
‡email: tongzhang@tongzhang-ml.org
1“Sharp analysis” does not mean that our result is the tightest. It means an improved analysis.
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SGD is able to e�ciently escape from saddle points and find an (✏,O(✏0.5))-approximate second-
order stationary point in Õ(✏�3.5) stochastic gradient computations for generic nonconvex opti-
mization problems, when the objective function satisfies gradient-Lipschitz, Hessian-Lipschitz,
and dispersive noise assumptions. This result subverts the classical belief that SGD requires at
least O(✏�4) stochastic gradient computations for obtaining an (✏,O(✏0.5))-approximate second-
order stationary point. Such SGD rate matches, up to a polylogarithmic factor of problem-
dependent parameters, the rate of most accelerated nonconvex stochastic optimization algo-
rithms that adopt additional techniques, such as Nesterov’s momentum acceleration, negative
curvature search, as well as quadratic and cubic regularization tricks. Our novel analysis gives
new insights into nonconvex SGD and can be potentially generalized to a broad class of stochas-
tic optimization algorithms.

1 Introduction

Nonconvex stochastic optimization is crucial in machine learning and have attracted tremen-

dous attentions and unprecedented popularity. Lots of modern tasks that include low-rank matrix

factorization/completion and principal component analysis (Candès & Recht, 2009; Jolli↵e, 2011),

dictionary learning (Sun et al., 2017), Gaussian mixture models (Reynolds et al., 2000), as well as

notably deep neural networks (Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006) are formulated as nonconvex stochas-

tic optimization problems. In this paper, we concentrate on finding an approximate solution to the

following minimization problem:

minimize
x2Rd

f(x) ⌘ E⇣⇠D [F (x; ⇣)] . (1.1)

Here, F (x; ⇣) denotes a family of stochastic functions indexed by some random variable ⇣ that

obeys some prescribed distribution D, and we consider the general case where f(x) and F (x; ⇣)
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1“Sharp analysis” does not mean that our result is the tightest. It means an improved analysis.
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This paper claims so, but by 
assuming “dispersive noise” 
on SGD. Clean results missing!
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